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1 meeting, Freiburg,  April 2010

→ We want to use the BEST of our    
knowledge to probe EWSB





The LHC Higgs Combination Group 



Towards YR1: Some of the arguments

Intense collaboration with PDF4LHC group



MAX 10 pages per group.
Precise instructions were given to the editors



Towards YR1, Bari,  Nov 2010



New year’s eve and ArXiv

https://arxiv.org/abs/1101.0593



What did work, few examples







What did not work
• The conveners were not equally active and the burden was on few.

• The Theoretical Uncertainty was not used properly by the Higgs  Combination 
Group:

- the message did not pass clearly

- there was un-understandable reluctance

→ Total THU = Linear Sum of   

{Scale Unc.  + Parametric Unc.}

• Scale Uncertainties have flat distributions:  envelope method.

• All Parametric Uncertainties (PU), like PDF, aS, … will be added    in  quadrature  
(gaussian distr.) 



Towards YR2: Differential Distributions



Published the  15-Jan 2012,  1 year after YR1



Getting very close !



Preparing for YR3





The 4 July 2012

That day we could compare the results from ATLAS and CMS
and we could claim that we had discovered an Higgs like particle,

since we were all using coherently the inputs  from the 
LHCHXSWG.



One of the success of the YR3 (2013)

The couplings & the coupling modifiers: 
the k framework. 
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Importance to continue support and perform work (also) 
on the kappa-framework

• The k-framework provides a simple language that allow access of the Higgs coupling 
studies to a wide community, much larger than the Higgs community

• Easy and intuitive

• It is not in competition with EFT: in case of significant deviation from unity of the 
kappa parameters, the EFT is the correct framework to evaluate and investigate non-
SM effects in Higgs couplings analyses

• It is important to produce the interpretation of Higgs results with the k-framework as 
part of the legacy studies of LHC, in view of the LHC high luminosity programme,  
HL-LHC.

• Last but not least, studies of Higgs boson couplings with LHC Run2+Run3 data also 
with kappa-framework are of paramount importance to prepare the input to the next 
update of the European Strategy (will take place in 2026-2027) and to update 
projections for HL-LHC. This input will be crucial to assist the discussion on the 
future collider strategy in Europe, and at CERN in particular. A. NISATI



Luminosity, energy and …. ingenuity

• ~30 times more Higgs events in Run2 
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The YR4: a huge amount of work

Inputs   pag 3
PDF                the usual 10 pages
BR                  ==
Prediction at 13 TeV (ggF…) & with jets  pag 29

HH   pag pag 187 

Off-shell pag 221

EFT       pag 283

PO        pag 399
STXS               pag 437
Fiducial XS  pag 449

BSM  (many models) pag 485

Not all ended as
PRESCRIPTIONS

but maybe
we were asking to much



Twiki, plots, and YR

Summarising:

It has been very important to have the twiki pages with the numbers
ready asap for the analyses

It has been very nice to have the plots of the LHCHXSWG –
it would be fun to count how many time those plots have been used in talks and paper…

It has been very important to have all the INPUTS & PRESCRIPTIONS 
written down and collected in the YR

Yes, it is a lot of work (some period it was >100% of our time !!!) 
but it payed us back !



“ About the LHC working groups: Yes, this is a very nice example. We astro-particle 
guys found it so convincing that we copied the initiative in ultra-high energy cosmic 
ray physics at a kick-off meeting in 2012 at  CERN (UHECR2012). 
It was the right thing to do at that time for very similar reasons that had motivated 
you to form e.g. the Higgs X-section WG. 
We all learn from one another :-)

All the best, Karl-Heinz (2021)“

Similar for the neutrino group: NuSTEC
NuSTEC is a worldwide collaboration of theorists and experimentalists promoting and 
coordinating studies of neutrino nucleon/nucleus interactions for neutrino oscillation 
measurements. 

Many other followed our example:



THANKS SO MUCH !

Published          # Citations             Authors
YR1   Jan.   3, 2011         1,726 citations           64  
YR2   Jan. 15, 2012        1,017 citations           141
YR3   July   4, 2013        1,740 citations          157
YR4   Oct. 25, 2016        2,046 citations       ~350





The huge leap of theoretical calculations
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arXiv:2102.08039v2Fiducial XS

arXiv:1606.00840v1@S.Dawson

ggH

qqH PDF 

±7-8% ±2-3%

PDF4LHC-2011          PDF4LHC 2022

YR4

ATLAS
CMS

A huge improvement in the gluon PDF understanding 

Including
LHC data 


